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Figure 1: Our quilt design tool fits the iterative workflow of quilt designers. A designer sketches a partial design as a set of edges representing outlines and details of the foreground shapes (a-e left images). Our completion algorithm converts the sketch into a foundation paper pieceable pattern (a-e right images), extending the sketched edges and breaking the design into independently paper pieceable sections as necessary. A blue section edge for this design is marked in iterations (d) and (e).

ABSTRACT

Foundation paper piecing is a widely used quilt-making technique in which fabric pieces are sewn onto a paper guide to facilitate construction. But, designing paper pieceable quilt patterns is challenging because the sewing process imposes constraints on both the geometry and sewing order of the fabric pieces. Based on a formative study with expert quilt designers, we develop a novel sketch-based tool for designing such quilt patterns. Our tool lets designers sketch a partial design as a set of edges, which may intersect but do not have to form closed polygons, and our tool automatically completes it into a fully paper pieceable pattern. We contribute a new sketch-completion algorithm that extends the input sketched edges into a planar mesh composed of closed polygonal faces representing fabric pieces, determines a paper pieceable sewing order for the faces, and breaks complicated sketches into independently paper pieceable sections when necessary. A partial input design often admits multiple visually different completions. Thus, our tool lets designers specify completion heuristics, which are based on current quilt design practices, to control the appearance of the completed quilt. Initial user evaluations with novice and expert quilt designers suggest that our tool fits within current design workflows and greatly facilitates designing foundation paper pieceable quilts by allowing users to focus on the visual design rather than tedious constraint checks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Foundation paper piecing (FPP) is a very popular technique for constructing quilts, especially among beginners, because it involves sewing fabric to a paper foundation. The paper provides stability during construction and is printed with the geometric pattern design to serve as a visual guide for sewing the seams precisely. The popularity of foundation paper piecing is reflected by the thousands of websites and videos available online describing the construction process and offering paper pieceable pattern designs.

But, while foundation paper piecing facilitates quilt construction, designing a new paper pieceable pattern is extremely challenging because the sewing process constrains both the geometry and sewing order of the quilt’s fabric pieces. Leake et al. [27] have recently shown that a complete quilting pattern (i.e., a fully connected, non-degenerate, hole-free partition of a bounded planar region into polygonal faces) is foundation paper pieceable if and only if it is possible to sequentially remove each face from the input design by cutting along a single edge $e_i$ of the face. The inline figure below contains five complete pattern designs with their edge removal (or disassembly) sequences $D$. If no such disassembly sequence exists, at some point in the removal process cutting along a single edge $e_i$ must either remove more than one face or not remove a face at all. Leake et al. [27] present an algorithm that takes a complete pattern as input and determines a paper pieceable sewing order for it (as the reverse of the disassembly sequence), if it exists. However, their algorithm does not fit the workflow of quilt designers.

In a formative study of current foundation paper pieceable quilt design practice (Section 2), we observe that expert quilt designers establish the geometry of the pattern iteratively. They sketch multiple options in partial form as a set of edges rather than a complete non-degenerate planar mesh, iteratively adding detail toward a complete design [44, 48]. Periodically throughout this iterative process, the designers manually check whether their partial design admits a foundation paper pieceable sewing order. If not, they consider breaking the pattern into independently paper pieceable sections. Our observations suggest that for most of the design process the pattern is a partial sketch rather than a complete planar mesh. Since Leake et al.’s [27] algorithm only works for complete meshes, it can only be applied at the very end of the iterative design process. Moreover, if their algorithm reports the design is not paper pieceable, it is up to the designer to manually adjust the pattern geometry or manually break it into sections until the algorithm reports the adjusted pattern and each of its sections is fully paper pieceable.

In this work we address the challenges of helping quilt designers develop and adjust the geometry of a quilt pattern to ensure paper pieceability, even while it is in partial sketch form (Figure 1). Specifically, we develop a new sketch-completion algorithm that can take as input a partial design sketch (i.e., a set of edges lying within a convex bounded region) and automatically generate as output a complete foundation paper pieceable pattern. The output patterns extend the partial input edges to (1) form a complete, fully connected, non-degenerate planar mesh comprising closed polygonal faces, (2) provide a valid paper pieceable sewing order, and (3) break complicated input sketches into a minimal number of independently paper pieceable sections if necessary. Because a partial design often admits multiple visually different completions, designers can further specify completion heuristics that are based on current quilt design practices to control the appearance of the completed quilt. By selecting different heuristics, designers can explore different visual completion options at any stage of their iterative design process or continue adjusting edges in their partial design to further refine its visual appearance. Evaluations with novice quilt designers suggest that our sketch-based tool fits the quilt design workflow very well and makes it much easier for designers to focus on the visual appearance of the quilt, rather than worrying about whether the design adheres to the constraints of paper pieceability.

2 BACKGROUND ON FPP QUILT DESIGN

Numerous books, tutorials and videos describe the sewing process for constructing foundation paper pieceable quilts [2, 8, 18, 25, 34, 44, 48]. A complete quilt pattern contains closed polygonal faces representing pieces of fabric with the edges between them representing seams where the pieces are sewn together (Figure 2). Section edges break the design into independently paper pieceable subdesigns, and letters indicate the subdesign each face belongs to. The numbering indicates the sewing order within each section. To sew the pattern, each section is printed on a separate piece of paper. The quilter then layers and sews the fabric pieces directly to the paper guide in the sewing order. The paper provides a stable base and serves as a visual guide when sewing the seams. The quilter can then remove the paper foundation, leaving a precisely sewn design. After sewing each section, the quilter must manually sew together the subdesigns at section edges without the benefits of the paper foundation. Thus, quilt designers often minimize the number of section edges in the design [48].

As noted in Section 1, the sewing process imposes constraints on the geometry of foundation paper pieceable quilt designs. To better understand how quilters design paper pieceable quilts subject to these constraints, we reviewed quilt design websites [7, 10, 15, 25, 48] and observed the sketching process of expert quilt designers.

Figure 3 illustrates a typical quilt design process based on an observation of an experienced quilter sketching an original design.
Quilters often pick a photograph or drawing as the basis for their design (a). They start by sketching edges along the polygonal outlines of the foreground shapes and then iteratively add, delete, and reposition edges to adjust the level of detail in the design. Here the designer considers different outlines of the cactus (b, c), extends the lines creating major sections (d), adds detail (e), and finally determines the sewing order for the faces in each section, as shown by the numbering (f). Through much of the iterative process, design sketches do not form a complete planar mesh and often contain edges that intersect or do not form closed polygons.

Between iterations, the designer of the cactus in Figure 3 mentally checked whether extending the edges to form a complete design would yield a paper pieceable sewing order. This approach cannot handle partial input design sketches and cannot check if the complete planar mesh input design is single section paper pieceable. But, their approach cannot handle partial input design sketches and cannot break the design into sections. In this work we handle both of these issues, which arise commonly in the quilt design process.

Our work is inspired by tools designed to guide and autocomplete freeform user input in the early stages of visual design. For example, ShadowDraw [29] suggests object contours as a user is sketching, while Rivers et al. [43] similarly guide users as they are sculpting 3D objects via a projector camera setup. Xing et al. [49] present a tool for autocompleting hand-drawn animations by predicting future sketches from previous ones. Liu et al. [32] develop methods to clean raw sketches by automatically aggregating strokes. In contrast to these methods, we focus on the problem of completing partial quilt design sketches into complete foundation paper pieceable patterns.

3 RELATED WORK

Computational support for craft and fabrication has been explored using many different materials, as detailed in Bickel et al.’s [6] recent survey. For example, researchers have developed tools for knitting [19, 24, 35, 38], weaving [1, 40], cutting and folding paper [13, 26, 36, 50], as well as sewing cloth to make garments [3, 5, 21, 46, 47] and soft objects [37].

Sewing foundation paper pieced designs is similar to other fabrication processes in which materials are attached to scaffolds or jigs as part of the construction process. Prior work has explored how to use scaffolds to design stencils for graphic artwork [22], jigs for wrapped wire jewelry [20, 45], chain-based scaffolds for assembling self-supporting masonry models [14], and laser cut wooden scaffolds for 3D wire meshes [17].

Like in these applications, the paper foundations in foundation paper piecing guide the placement of materials throughout the construction process. Our design tool helps designers convert their partial sketches into complete patterns that serve as paper scaffolds for quilt construction.

Quilting is a domain with many specialized techniques. For instance, free motion quilting is a technique that uses continuous stitching curves, and researchers have developed methods for generating the stitching procedurally [9, 30] or based on photographs [31]. Pieced or patchwork quilts combine fabric pieces in different ways, and researchers have developed tools to help designers create and visualize various types of quilt layouts [11, 23, 28]. Similarly, commercial quilt design tools largely focus on letting users draw, color, and arrange traditional geometric block patterns [12, 16, 41, 42]. While these commercial tools offer some support for foundation paper piecing, none of these prior tools fully account for the constraints imposed by the paper piecing construction process. In fact, those constraints have only recently been formalized by Leake et al. [27], who also present a method for checking if a complete planar mesh input design is single section paper pieceable.

In contrast to these methods, we focus on the problem of completing partial quilt design sketches into complete foundation paper pieceable patterns.

4 METHOD

Given a partial pattern design sketch as input, our goal is to generate one or more complete paper pieceable designs as output, breaking the pattern into sections as necessary. Our approach builds on the mathematical theory of single section paper pieceability of Leake et al. [27]. They assume the input design consists of a non-degenerate planar mesh and show that such a design is single section paper
We then extend our edge-based approach to handle partial input designs where the edges serve as partitions, and the resulting tree is as unbalanced as possible.

One key insight of our approach is that if we limit the input designs to having convex boundaries, we can identify its cuttable edges by examining only the spatial relationships between the edges and without considering any faces. Consider a convex bounded planar mesh input design (Figure 4, top row). We assume the edges on the boundary of the planar mesh are marked as boundary edges $e \in B$ and that they form a convex hole-free polygon containing a fully connected set of faces, with the edges of these faces marked as interior edges $e_i \in I$ if they lie inside the boundary. An interior edge $e_i$ is cuttable if and only if all other interior edges $e_j$ lie on the same side of $l(e_i)$, the line containing $e_i$. In step 1 our algorithm builds the sidedness graph $S$ for the input design where entry $s_{ij}$ is set to L, R, or B, depending on whether $e_j$ lies to the left, the right, or on both sides of $l(e_i)$. In step 2 our algorithm iteratively identifies cuttable edges (green) by finding rows in $S$ containing only L’s or only R’s. It chooses one cuttable edge to cut (green filled), removes its row and column from $S$, moves it from $I$ to the set of boundary edges $B$ (red), and adds it to the disassembly sequence $D$. If every edge can be removed in this manner, the design is single section paper pieceable, and reversing the $D$ gives a valid sewing order for its edges.

We advance Leake et al.’s approach in three significant ways. First, we simplify their approach to focus entirely on analyzing the geometry of the edges in a complete planar mesh design rather than analyzing its faces using a hypergraph representation (Section 4.1). We then extend our edge-based approach to handle partial input design sketches (Section 4.2). The resulting algorithm completes the partial sketch into a fully connected planar mesh and generates a sewing order for its faces if it is single section paper pieceable. Our third advance is a new optimization-based approach for hierarchically breaking an input design into multiple paper pieceable sections when it is not single section paper pieceable (Section 4.3).

As we present our edge-based algorithm, we show that it is equivalent to constructing a Binary Space Partition (BSP) tree [4, 39], where the edges serve as partitions, and the resulting tree is as unbalanced as possible.

### 4.1 Edge-Based Disassembly

One key insight of our approach is that if we limit the input designs to having convex boundaries, we can identify its cuttable edges by examining only the spatial relationships between the edges and without considering any faces. Consider a convex bounded planar mesh input design (Figure 4, top row). We assume the edges on the boundary of the planar mesh are marked as boundary edges $e \in B$ and that they form a convex hole-free polygon containing a fully connected set of faces, with the edges of these faces marked as interior edges $e_i \in I$ if they lie inside the boundary. An interior edge $e_i$ is cuttable if and only if all other interior edges $e_j$ lie on the same side of $l(e_i)$, the line containing $e_i$. In step 1 our algorithm builds the sidedness graph $S$ for the input design where entry $s_{ij}$ is set to L, R, or B, depending on whether $e_j$ lies to the left, the right, or on both sides of $l(e_i)$. In step 2 our algorithm iteratively identifies cuttable edges (green) by finding rows in $S$ containing only L’s or only R’s. It chooses one cuttable edge to cut (green filled), removes its row and column from $S$, moves it from $I$ to the set of boundary edges $B$ (red), and adds it to the disassembly sequence $D$. If every edge can be removed in this manner, the design is single section paper pieceable, and reversing the $D$ gives a valid sewing order for its edges.

**Step 1: Build sidedness graph.** We build the sidedness graph $S$ for the input design as an adjacency matrix (Figure 4). For each pair of interior edges $e_i$ and $e_j$ in the design, we set entry $s_{ij}$ of the matrix to a value of ‘L’ if $e_j$ lies to the left of line $l(e_i)$, to ‘R’ if $e_j$ lies to the right of $l(e_i)$, or to ‘B’ if $e_j$ lies on both sides of $l(e_i)$. Note that while the orientation of $l(e_i)$ must remain consistent within each row of $S$, we do not require any form of orientation consistency between different rows of $S$. In Figure 4, $l(e_1)$ and $l(e_2)$ are treated as having opposite orientations, and therefore, for both lines all of the other internal edges lie to the right.

**Step 2: Iteratively remove cuttable edges.** Using the sidedness graph, we identify the set of cuttable edges $C \subseteq I$ by finding rows of $S$ which contain only L’s or only R’s (Figure 4, green edges). We choose one such cuttable edge $e_i \in C$, and cut it from the design by removing the row and column for $e_i$ from the sidedness graph $S$, moving $e_i$ from the set of interior edges $I$ to the set of boundary edges $B$, and then adding $e_i$ to a disassembly ordering sequence $D$. Note that since removing a cuttable edge amounts to eliminating a row and column from $S$, once an edge $e_i$ becomes cuttable, it must remain cuttable even if another cuttable edge is removed before it. We iteratively repeat this removal process of identifying cuttable edges and cutting one of them until the set of cuttable edges $C$ is empty. If the iterative process eventually cuts every one of the interior edges, the input design is single section paper pieceable and...
We observe that because our edge-based disassembly algorithm (Section 4.1) does not rely on any information about faces, we can apply it directly to a partial input sketch, consisting of a set of edges rather than a fully connected planar mesh. In this setting, the input sketch may contain interior edges that intersect or that do not form closed faces (Figure 4, bottom row). Nevertheless, an interior edge $e_i$ is cuttable if and only if all other interior edges $e_j$ lie on the same side of $l(e_i)$. Without loss of generality, suppose all other interior edges $e_j$ lie to the right of $l(e_i)$ (e.g., in Figure 4 bottom row, $e_1$ in input design). Cutting along $l(e_i)$ all the way to the nearest boundary edges $B$, is guaranteed to generate a single removable polygonal face to the left of the cut line. If however, there are interior edges on both sides of $e_i$, neither side of $l(e_i)$ can contain a single removable polygon. Instead both sides will either contain multiple polygons or other disconnected interior edges; either way, $e_i$ is not a cuttable edge. Thus, we can apply the disassembly algorithm of Section 4.1 to generate a single section paper pieceable sewing order if it exists. Importantly, if such an ordering is found, we can complete the partial input design sketch into a fully-connected planar mesh by modifying step 2 as follows:

**Modifying step 2 to complete a partial design.** Recall that in step 2 of the disassembly algorithm we choose a cuttable edge $e_i$ remove it from $S$, and then move it from $I$ to $B$. For a partial input design, we first extend the cuttable edge $e_i$ outwards in both directions to the closest boundary edges before moving it from $I$ to $B$. Extending the cuttable edge in this manner allows us to explicitly represent the removable face, and the collection of removed faces partitions the plane into a fully connected planar mesh.

**Modifying step 2 to explore design completions.** With a partial input design sketch, the order in which cuttable edges are removed from the design can impact the visual look of the completed design. In particular, when we extend a cuttable edge $e_i$ to the current set of boundary edges, the length of the extension may differ depending on which edges were cut before it (Figure 5). To explore these design options, we let users pick from a set of heuristics for selecting among the cuttable edges in step 2. Our cuttable edge selection heuristics (ch) are based on our observations of the heuristics expert quilt designers use when choosing how to extend edges in their manual design process (Section 2). Specifically, these heuristics include: (1) **draw order**, which chooses the edge drawn earliest by the designer, (2) **longest**, which chooses the longest cuttable edge (pre-extension) and (3) **shortest**, which chooses the shortest cuttable edge (Figure 5).

If our modified algorithm runs to completion, the disassembly ordering remains equivalent to a completely unbalanced BSP tree, as the modifications simply extend the edges and do not affect their space partitioning properties. The inset figure (right) shows the BSP tree corresponding to the input design in Figure 4 (top).

### 4.3 Breaking the Design into Sections

If a partial design sketch is not single section paper pieceable, we must break it into multiple independent paper pieceable sections. Following the practice of expert quilt designers (Section 2), our algorithm aims to minimize the number of sections in the resulting design in order to reduce the complexity of constructing the quilt. But, the placement of section edges can also affect the visual aesthetics of the design, as they may break faces that should appear homogeneous (e.g., use a single piece of patterned fabric), into separate pieces. As noted at the end of Section 4.2, our approach assumes that quilt designers specify their aesthetic intent via the set of edges they provide in their partial input design sketch. Thus, our sectioning algorithm is also subject to the constraint that section edges may only appear along lines containing edges of the input sketch. Our algorithm cannot add new edges; it can only extend those that already exist.
We note that even with the introduction of section edges, our algo-
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... impact the total number of sections

Choosing section edges. The choice

Hierarchical sectioning to form a design tree. Our approach is to build sections hierarchically by recursively splitting the design into two sections (or subdesigns) as necessary. Specifically, if step 2 of our disassembly algorithm stops early, with no cuttable edges \( C = \emptyset \) but with edges remaining in \( I \neq \emptyset \), we split the design along one of the remaining interior edges. We choose a section edge \( e_i \in I \), extend it to the current set of boundary edges, and then form two subdesigns, one containing all remaining interior edges that lie to the left of \( l(e_i) \), and the other containing those that lie to the right of \( l(e_i) \). Any interior edge that intersects \( l(e_i) \) is split into two sub-edges at the intersection point, and each sub-edge is placed in the corresponding subdesign. Both subdesigns inherit all of the boundary edges \( B \) of the parent design. We then recursively apply our edge-based algorithm to compute a disassembly order for each of the subdesigns. This recursive approach may further split the subdesigns and thereby generate a tree of subdesign sections. We call this hierarchy a design tree and treat the input partial design sketch as its root (Figure 6).

We note that even with the introduction of section edges, our algorithm is equivalent to generating a BSP tree, but in this case, some of the internal partitions – namely those corresponding to section edges – include non-empty left and right children. Specifically, to form the BSP tree, we consider the design tree produced by our hierarchical sectioning algorithm (Figure 6), and we build a BSP tree for each section subdesign, treating its parent section edge as the root and adding each cuttable edge in the disassembly ordering for the subdesign as a partition.

Choosing section edges. The choice of which of the interior edges to set as the section edge can significantly impact the total number of sections needed to construct the design as well as the visual aesthetics of the design. In this example (inset), if we pick the horizontal edge as the first section edge, we eventually have to pick another section edge (inset middle). Picking a vertical section edge instead does not require another sectioning (inset right).

Our approach is to focus first on identifying design trees that minimize the number of sections and then letting users choose among these low construction complexity designs to select one that best meets their aesthetic intent. Given an input partial design, we can exhaustively build all possible design trees (e.g., for every possible choice of interior edge whenever a section is needed), and keep track of the design trees with the minimal number of sections. While this approach is guaranteed to find design trees with the minimal number of sections, it can also become combinatorially expensive for designs containing lots of interior edges. However, we have found that using a branch-and-bound strategy to exit early from building out a design tree whenever it contains more sections than a design tree we already built earlier makes this approach efficient enough to run on a wide variety of partial input designs. We discuss this point in more detail in Section 5.

To further facilitate exploration of the space of minimal section design trees, we let users specify a section edge heuristic \((sh)\) for selecting an interior edge for sectioning. Our section edge heuristics are similar to our cuttable edge selection heuristics and are also based on our observations of expert quilt design practices (Section 2). They include selecting the section edge based on (1) draw order, (2) longest length, and (3) shortest length. In addition we include a balance heuristic, which selects the edge that splits the design into subdesigns that contain the most balanced number of interior edges, i.e., those that produce the smallest difference between the number of edges remaining on the left and right. While the first three heuristics are aimed at producing different visual looks, the goal of the balance heuristic is to produce sections that have similar numbers of faces and therefore require similar amounts of sewing to piece together. Designers can choose which of these heuristics to apply, and our branch-and-bound algorithm then finds the design tree with the minimal number of sections that also best meets the chosen heuristic (Figure 1). If no heuristic is chosen, the algorithm simply outputs all design trees with the minimum number of sections.

4.4 Visualizing & Constructing the FPP Pattern

Traditionally a single section foundation paper pieceable quilt design numbers the faces of the design according the sewing order in which they should be sewn onto the paper. A multi-section design usually includes a letter indicating which section the face is part of. However, our edge-based algorithm generates a sewing order for the edges in the completed design, not the faces. Figure 7 describes our approach for converting the edge-based sewing order into face labels representing the section each face belongs to and the order in which the face should be sewn into the quilt. Constructing a multi-section quilt according the hierarchical design trees we produce involves first sewing the leaf level sections independently, joining them at their parent section edge, and then treating the resulting joined sections as a single face that can be paper pieced into the next higher subdesign in the tree. For the carrot quilt design in Figure 7, we would paper piece all the faces labeled A using one.
We have applied our algorithm to complete a variety of partial input design sketches (Figures 8–11). For the partial sketches in Figures 8 and 9, we explored different heuristics settings for selecting the cuttable edges and section edges to extend in each iteration of our disassembly algorithm. Note that we added colors to the faces of the patterns after they were completed by our algorithm to make it easier to visually distinguish foreground and background elements. Quilters often visualize patterns in this way.

Figure 8 shows six completion possibilities for the milk carton input design. All six contain the minimum number of two section edges. However, these completions differ in the lengths of edges and shapes of faces—the first four from left to right vary the section edge heuristic and differ in the placement of those edges, while the last two vary both heuristics, and the cuttable edges near the outer boundary of the design vary. The differences can impact the visual aesthetics of the resulting quilt; designers may wish to keep certain regions edge-free to maintain a visual seamlessness (e.g., the main faces of the milk carton), or maintain certain symmetries between faces (e.g., the background faces surrounding the milk carton).

Figure 9 shows one completion possibility for each input sketch, but with different completion heuristics for each one. The windmills, for example, extended the shortest cuttable edges first (i.e., black edges always extend shorter edges of windmill blades), but also the longest sectioning edges first (i.e., blue edges extend the longest edges of windmill blades). The balance heuristic for section edges, as used in the teapot and ghost designs, chooses sectioning edges that balance the number of faces within the sections on either side of the edge as much as possible.

Figures 10 and 11 walk through examples of patterns created using an interactive sketch-based quilt design tool we developed to support quilt designers (Figure 12). In both cases we start with a basic sketch of the foreground elements of the design, examine how it might be completed into a paper pieceable design, and then refine the design to improve its visual aesthetics. This workflow matches the way quilt designers often work, starting from a rough sketch and iteratively refining it, but with the added benefit of being able to see possible completions at any point in the process. As shown in our supplemental video, the tool also lets designers adjust the design and/or select different completion heuristics and regenerate the completion to explore different possibilities easily and quickly.

5.1 Evaluations

Running time. Our unoptimized JavaScript implementation of our algorithm required 0.5 to 28 seconds on a 2018 MacBook Pro, 2.9 GHz Intel i9 to complete the partial input designs we have tried. The running time is dominated by our sectioning approach, which searches over the space of design trees to find the ones containing the minimal number of sections. As noted in Section 4.3, even with our branch-and-bound early exit strategy, the search can be combinatorially expensive when the input design contains many edges and their geometric configuration requires many sections. However, in practice, because quilt designers usually aim to produce repeating blocks of moderate construction complexity, most patterns contain 10–25 edges. It is very rare to see patterns with more than 40 edges. As shown in Figure 9, we find that at this scale of input edges, the combinatorics of our branch-and-bound approach are manageable. The longest running example we have tried contained 47 input edges and 4 section edges and took 28 seconds to complete.

User evaluation. We invited three quilters to design foundation paper pieceable quilts using our sketch-based tool. All three were experienced at sewing quilts from a paper pieceable pattern and were somewhat familiar with the challenges of designing such quilts, but none had created a complete paper pieceable pattern on their own. Figures 1 and 13 show their iterative design processes.

One quilter based their sketches on a photo of an apple (Figure 1). They first drew a square outline around the main part of the fruit (a) and then added edges to round the corners (b). Next, they added detail, including the dent at the top of the apple (c), the leaf (d), and finally the stem (e). They considered adding the highlight on the left side of the apple but ultimately decided not to break up the interior of the apple, as the pattern might become too complicated. They set both the cuttable edge and section edge heuristics to draw order throughout the design process.

Another quilter worked from a photo of a blue gill fish (Figure 13, top). They outlined the silhouette of the fish and its largest fins (a). They completed the sketch and saw that the resulting design included two sections forming a T-junction. They thought this might be difficult to sew without the benefit of a paper guide, and so they tried using the longest section heuristic (b) but only eliminated the T-junction when they tried the shortest section heuristic (c). Finally, they tried different cuttable edge heuristics to adjust the shapes of the faces around the front of the fish, until they reached a configuration that they thought looked best (d).
The third quilter sketched over a photo of a landscape (Figure 13, bottom). They first drew two edges for the ground and asked the tool to generate the completion (a). They then added the mountain tops on the right and paused to complete the design (b), double checking that the design did not introduce a section and that none of the faces were getting too small to sew easily. Next, they added the mountain on the left (c) and changed the cuttable edge heuristic to shortest to adjust the edge extensions in the sky region (d).

All three quilters rated our sketch-based design tool using a 5-point Likert scale very positively. Specifically they found the tool helpful in creating their designs (M = 4.7). They also thought using our tool would be preferable to designing patterns manually (M = 5). One participant shared, "Having to handle the ordering myself would feel like a roadblock to my creative process. I want to do the creative bits and let the tool handle the ordering. I really appreciate this [tool]." Another participant shared, "This tool is so much more approachable as someone who has sewn FPP blocks but has never drafted one. This gets me thinking about all of the farm blocks I could make — how I’d do the chickens and the barn and the fence." Another participant said, "I have a hard time visualizing the end product for a design so seeing the completion helps." They also thought our tool would be preferable to the tool of Leake et al. [27] (M = 5). All three noted that our sketch-based interface was less restrictive than theirs and allowed for easy experimentation at early stages of the design process when the pattern is not yet complete.

Participants also shared a few suggestions for the tool. Two participants suggested adding a scale bar to the interface to make it easier to determine if a design was going to require pieces that would be too small to sew easily. One also suggested that users should be able to specify faces that should not be split by extended edges or section edges in the completion.
Figure 10: For this banana quilt, we start with a photograph of a banana and sketch edges along its silhouette to establish the main banana shape (a). Our interactive tool reports that this initial design requires a section edge (blue) (b). We try adjusting the edges near the section edge, looking for and eventually finding a design that eliminates the sections (c, d). We then add more shading detail inside the banana by sketching edges along the interior contour (e). The final pattern (f) requires 2 section edges, making it more complicated to construct than the earlier single section design (d), but it provides better visual detail. All completions in this case use draw order for both the cuttable edge heuristic (ch) and the section edge heuristic (sh).

Figure 11: For this bridge quilt, we start with a rough sketch of its primary shapes (a). The initial completion (with heuristics set to cuttable edge heuristic (ch): draw order, section edge heuristic (sh): shortest) extends the angled section edges (blue) from the long suspension cables all the way through the roadway, breaking it into small pieces (b). Switching to (ch: longest, sh: longest) eliminates this problem, but the resulting design is complex with 4 section edges (c). We iteratively adjust our sketch and eventually create a simpler design with shorter supports and a flat top (d). The paper pieceable completion contains one section edge and is visually less cluttered with small pieces (e). We sew this design (f).

Figure 12: Our interactive tool lets users sketch a partial design (a). Clicking “complete design” (b) produces a completion (c) labeled with the sewing order. Users can add, remove, or reposition edges, revert to previous completions (d), change heuristics settings (e), and complete the sketch again.

5.2 Discussion

Convex boundary assumption. While our approach can complete partial input designs containing only edges, it does rely on one important assumption; the boundary of the input design is assumed to be convex. This assumption is essential to our disassembly approach (Section 4.1), where we build and process the sidedness graph that maintains the relationships between pairs of edges. In practice, quilt designers almost always design patterns as convex blocks, most often rectangular blocks, but sometimes hexagonal. We also note that Leake et al.’s [27] approach based on analyzing faces in an input planar mesh design can handle non-convex boundaries.

Hierarchical sectioning. Our algorithm generates hierarchical completions in which the leaf level sections must be paper pieced individually, joined at their section edge, and then treated as a single face in the parent design. But traditional foundation paper pieceable quilt designs are not hierarchical. Instead, each section is treated as a completely independent piece. In such non-hierarchical designs, the section edges always partition the design all the way to its input boundaries and can therefore extend section edges much farther than absolutely necessary. In contrast our hierarchical approach can yield shorter section edges and thereby better reflect the input design as specified by the designer.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While our completion algorithm enables creative exploration of paper pieceable quilt designs, it does have some limitations that provide directions for future work.

Unconstrained section edges. Our sectioning algorithm (Section 4.3) is constrained to create section edges by extending edges that appear in the input design. This constraint gives designers some control over the visual aesthetics of the completed design, as they can be sure that the completed design cannot generate edges outside the lines of the input design. However, there are designs for which this constraint makes it impossible to find the globally minimum number...
of sections. In the inset example, when section edges are constrained to lie on existing edges, the minimum number of section edges (blue) is two (here our algorithm uses the longest section edge heuristic). But as shown, the globally minimum number of sections edges is one. We note that the aesthetics of these two designs are different, with the latter design introducing long new edges, not present in the input. We leave it to future work to consider placing section edges that lie beyond those in the input design and find the globally minimum number of section edges.

**Reasoning about heuristics.** Most foundation paper piecing quilters are primarily experienced at constructing such quilts rather than designing them. When we ask quilters to use our design tool, they generally try out the different heuristics until they reach a configuration they like. Since thinking about paper piecing design is largely new to them, sometimes the heuristics are somewhat difficult to reason about by name alone. The current UI allows users to try different heuristics quickly and view them in the history panel. It is not clear from our sessions with users which heuristics are preferred. Generating all of the options would allow users to select visually pleasing designs, but this would come at the expense of speed on larger designs, which could hinder rapid sketch iteration.

**Iterative refinement of sketches.** Our focus for this implementation was to develop an automated approach to extending edges to form paper pieceable designs. Some quilters frequently use the complete button to build patterns. This process of incrementally checking a design is quite different from existing manual approaches to FPP design, which often have more of a delay between sketching and checking the design. Our tool lets users sketch designs and try different heuristics, but there is currently no direct way to preserve the edges extended by our completion algorithm between iterations. To “lock” a particular edge, users can draw over a completed edge if they want to make sure it appears in the final result.

**Application to other fabrication domains.** While our disassembly and sectioning algorithms are based on the constraints imposed by foundation paper piecing, there may be other domains with similar constraints. For example, in prior work BSP trees have been used to partition a 3D model into parts than can easily be 3D printed within a small printing volume [33]. This approach considers volume fit and easy assemblability as the primary constraints. In contrast, our disassembly algorithm is based on the idea of cutting through an input design along a straight line cuttable edge and then sewing the result pieces back together. Similarly, with a crystalline material like ice, it may be easier to make planar cuts all the way through the material and fuse resulting pieces back together than to precisely stop a cut in the middle of the material.

**Hot wire cutting through foam material** may also impose similar constraints that make it easier to make planar cuts all the way through the material and glue the pieces together than to stop a cut in the middle of the foam. Following these analogies, it may be possible to adapt our algorithms to the contexts of 3D ice or foam sculpting or other related domains.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented a tool for turning a partial quilt design sketch into a complete foundation paper pieceable pattern. The algorithm is designed to fit into an iterative workflow so that even at the earliest stages, when designers are sketching out the shapes that should appear in the design, they can apply the algorithm to get a sense for how the sketch might be completed into a pattern. While foundation paper piecing is a very popular quilting technique, today most quilters focus on applying the technique to construct patterns designed by others. We believe that our approach can open the door to quilt design for many more would-be designers.
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